Abstract -We present here a survey on tbe progress of techniques and inBtrümenlrs of light-scattering spectroscopy in recent years. Emphasis is o~ advances made in photon correLation since 1974. A brief review on related fields, such as pert'.lrbed a.ngu;t.ar correlation measurements in nuclear physica, digital correlation in radio science, a~d laser Doppler velocimetr3, is presented.
The literature on Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering h!l.s grown to be enormous. There have been numeroua reviews and monographs. Fleury and Boon (1) have listed over 500 references in their review article. Comparable number of references has appeared in my recent book on "Laser Light Scattering" (2) . Aside from those references listed in (1) and (2) , there have been at least six reviews (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) ,three boo~~s (2,9 1 10) a.nd one conference proceedings (ll) since 1974. The extent of BilCh feverish activities also suggests that I should limit the present discussion to the more recent advances on light-scattering spectroscopy which are of interest to macromolecular science. Specifically, we shall be dealing with improvements on the methods of light scattering as well as advances made by scientists in other related disciplines, such as by engineers on laser Doppler velocimetry and by radio astronomers on digital correlation techniques. Due to an ob7ious lack of camnunication in BilCh seemingly diversified fields, I have encountered.on more than one occasion accomplisbments claimed by one discipline while they have been published facts in another. Finally, it is my S'.lbjective view:point that the digital computer is a natural signal controller and processor for the type of information • .,e seek in light-scattering spectroaccrpy. · Consequently, there are many advantages in economy and versatility by utilizing one central processor .which per.mits various types of light-sca.ttering measurements.
In reviewing the adva'lces on the methods of light-scattering spectroscopy, I have included (II) light-scattering photometry becaase of its traiitional importance in molecular weight, size and shape determinations of macromolecules in Solution, (III) Rama.'l spectrometry for its more established role in polymer science and computercontrolled instrumentation, {IV) Fabry-~rot interferometry because of its bridging eft'ect in linking the frequency ranges of grating monochronometers and photon correlation, . (V)· photon correla.tion which plays the major role on recent advances in macroli!Olecularmotion studies by means of light-scattering spectroscopy, and finally (VI) laser Doppler velocimetry which is closely related to electrophoretic light scattering. Furthermore, the main discussions are on advances made since 1974 {2).
II. ADVANCES IN LIGHT-SCATTERING PHOTOMETRY
Photon counting has becane a fairly standard tech.."lique (2) . Using ECL pulses and 100 M' :-Iz counters, it has a good dynamic range whereby no analog signals need to be co~sidered. In light-scattering photometry, we deal with tbe more ciassical aspects of light scattering which includes measurements of angular distributich of scattered intensi ty and depolarization 941 ratios. It is a very powerful technique which can o:f'ten give us information 0::1 molecular weight, size (ra.dius of gyratio::J.), shape, intramolecular and intermolec..tlar interactions of macromolecales in solution and represents the entire scope of what used to be kn~#n as light scattering. The method has.sometimes been overlooked by those who practice the present-day ligbt-scattering spectroscopy. It is possible to design an instrument which can measure the angular distribution of scattered intensity, depolarization ratios,.and the spectral distribution of scattered intensity as a function of scattering ~~le without changing the mechanical elements of the setup. With an additional calibration standard, extrapolated zero-scattering angle zero-concentration integrated scattered intensity should yield information on the molecular weight.
Two aspects o~ recent develo~ents in light-scattering photametry deserves our attention.
One deals with scattering-intensity measurements at small scattering angles and the other concer.ns with the precision of angular intensity-ratio measurements. II 1. Small-angle lignt scattering intensity measurements Measurements of scattered intensity at small scattering angles (9<30°) require us to consider carefully (a) the divergence of the incident beam, (b) the divergence of the scattered beam (c) surface reflectio::J. and refraction effects and (d) dust in the scattering medium. Co::J.dition (d) o:f'ten becames the limiting factor since it is most difficalt to remove the dust particles from solutions. Small-angle light scattering of polymer solutions become essential whenever very large macromolecules, such as DNA, are being characterized. There, in order to ob.ta.in the proper extrapolated zero-an~le scattered intensity and the li.miting slope in a reciprocal scattered intensity veraus ~ plot, we need to make measurements down to 9Al5-10 • K{=(4n/x)sin(9/2)} is the magnitude of the mamentlllll tr~"lsfer vector with X being the wavelength of light in the medium. Small-angle scattering intensity measurements toge~her with simultaneaus intensity values obtained at a large scattering angle (say, 9>80 ) have been used in real-time particle sizing (13-14). The same optical geometry is applicable in electric-field light scattering of macramolecular solutions or colloidal sus-... pensions when Doppler-shi:f't measurements at small-scattering angles are desirable. At small scattering angles, 69t/e o:f'ten becames a very fmportant practical consideration and measurements at ~0 are readily accessible. Linear translation of the ar.L~lar scattering aperture permits measurements of scattered intensity at different scattering angles. The use of an annular aperture increases the efficiency of the collectio::J. optics. Aside from the movable annular scattering aperture which is not appropriate in fiow velocity measurements, the optical geametry is identical to the symmetric heterodyne arrangement in laser Doppler velocimetry (15).
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I---d2 ---~.... d3-+,..._ __ Fig. 1 A schematic representatio::J. of the detection optics capable of small-angle light scattering measurements. OP: optical axis; SM: scattering medium; OLT:. incident beam; 9(= ~/2d2) scattering angle; 69: uncertainty in the scattering angle due to finite-size of the ·annu1ar scattering aperture (SA); L: lens; c;_: pinhole which determines the scattering cross-section at 0 and ad.ds to an uncertainty in 69; A: analyser; LT: light trap; D: detector. Linear translation of SA along the OP axis corresponds to a variation of the scattering angle. II 2. A'lgular intensity ratio measurements A precise dete~ation of angular dtstribution of scattered intensity to about + Oöl% using an incident wavelength of 488.0 nm at scattering angles approaching 15° and l70 represents a resolution of abo,~t 5 Ä in the correlation length. Such an instrument should be useful in determining the radius of gyration of ma.ny biological macromolecales, such as proteins, and should compliment the sma.ll-P..:l~le X-ray scattering techniq·~e. For macromolecules with sizes in the ra.~e of say 50 A, the solution-clarification procedure in fact becanes somewhat simpler as much more strigent measures, s·:1ch as centrif'ugation of solution at very high speeds, can "Oe utilized. Nevertheless, the dust problem rema.ins a limiting factor in all such studies.
Lunacek and Can.'lell (16) developed a."l excellent analog ratio tecbnique in their measure-:nents of correlation length of carbo:::l dioxide in the neighborhood of its critical point.
A modified version using digital signal processing has been reported by s. P. Lee et al (17) . Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of.the digital photo:::l~ccnL'lting photometer. The three-Cha'lnel scaler-timer is essentially a six-channel cou.'lter, ea~~ with a memory of 8 digits. Three channels are used for photon counting and the remaining three channels are used as co~responding timers derived fran a 10 MHZ crystal clock of stability ~ 0.002%. -M5 are mirrors; Ll-L5, lenses; Fl and F2, filters; Sl-S5 diaphragms; BS2, a beam Splitter; C2, a chopper; PC:n.i I and PClM II, photon-coupled interrupter mo:lules; Jl and J2, the outer and inner jacket of' the thermosta.t, respectively. C is the sam.ple cell, LT the light trap, HV the high valtage power supply, and BX764 the Bendix Channeltron tube. The dashed figure represents the aluminum. plate on top of which is mounted the entire detector systelil.
B. CHU
The detection scheme was further improved al'ld expa.nd.ed to a six cha.n1el system using a. multichannel scaler (18). Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of the photometer which measures the inteusity of light scattered_thro~~ four angles, of the reference and the tran&mitted bea.ms. As the ~~opper wheel goes through o~e revolution the photo-multiplier (PM) tube sees each source for an equiva.lent time. The output from the l:M tube is counted in a ~ulticha.nnel scaler (MCS) after proper p~lse shaping. A photoelectric switch mo~ted o~ the chopper synchronously .starts the MCS of each sweep. The to"!;al counts for each of the six "sources" are stored in different cha..'"Ulels of the M:S memory as shown scnematically in Fig. 4 . After accumula.ting eno:Igh counts for each "source", the contents in the MCS memory are transferred to a Hewlett-Packard 9830 calculator for data analysis. We ha.ve set the chopper wheel such that the time for one revolution (t ) is very r slightly longer tha.n the time for one sweep (t ) by the MCS. The integrated intensity for s each "soarce" is the sum of counts over a region of consta.nt intensity as shown by a in In a very restricted way, the controlmechanism of multi-angle photometers (17,18) ha.s the appea.rance of resemblinß optical ima.ge processing by multiplex coding (19, 20) even though, in fact, the control scheme presents a. single detector being sca.nned sequentially. Fig. 5 shows a schematic representation of such a campa.rison. In terms o~ multiplex coding our choppers in Fig. 5 (a) a.nd (b) are equivalent to an optical coder (Fig. 5 (c) ) of very limited capability because it can only scan each cha.nnel (image point) seq·~entiil.lly one at a time. h the three cha.nnel system (17) as shown in Fig, 5 (a.), we used a fairly complex control logic circuit together with outputs from photon-coupled interceptor modules as the electronic decoder while in Fis. 5 (b) the decoding was done by taking a.dva.ntage of the sequential a.nd synchronaus nature of the MCS scan as well as the known MCS sweep time per channel. Fig. 5 (d) represents a proposed multi-angle multidetector photometric system where the optical coder can be shutters controlled by a digital computer via rela.y switches and the code generator as well as the decoder can be provided by more flexible softwares. For example, the sample times for different "sources" including different scattering angles, the reference beam, the transmitted beam, the dark cotints, etc. can'be adj~sted to provide the desired counting statistics. Fig. 4 A typlcal display from a l!Illltichannel scaler using the photOIIieter of Fig. 3 . Ne is the total number of counts per channel; ai represents a region of constant intensity and shows the duration when a chopper hole is fully open; bi represents the deadtime when the optical geometry of the system is not precisely defined, i.e., the chopperhole is either fully or partially closed. The efficiency increases as Eb. decreases. multiplP,xing (19,20) seems to have been first proposed by Golay (21) and is a means of making simultaneaus measurements of different spectral elements in the output of a spectrameter using only a single detector. In Fig The advantages and limitations of optical image processing by multiplex coding for photoncounting operation in both the signal-and dark-count domains have been discussed in detail (19) . It is a recent development in te~s of photon-counting operation so that I am not aware of any applications to light-scattering photometry or Fabry-Perot interferometry.
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III. ADVA.."lCES IN RW.AN SPECTROMETRY
Using high-pmfered-laser sources and photon co".lllting, commercia.l Raman systems, such as the Spex camputer•driven Ramacomp (23, 24) , have sufficiently advanced designs that they approach state-of-the-art sophistication in Raman spectrametry. Recent advances offer mainly slight refinements in the detection system (25), such as compensation for both source and sampl.e fluctuations (25,26) and provision of an internal reference standa.rd which pe~its dete:rmination of a multiplicatlve instrument constant without an absolute intensity measurement. All the refinements can easily be adapted by the .Spex system. However, hardware automated systems (25,26) are like!y to be less flexible than camputer-controlled software automated systems (24,27). Fig. 6 shows a typical system organization. The centra.l processor unit (CPU) can be either a minico:uputer, such as DEC (23, 27) or even a calculator, such as HP-9830, (23) which has a built-in magnetic tape cassette. ,The HewlettPackard calculators (9825 or 9830) are quite adequate for equipment control, ·data aquisition and most of data analysis whenever the rate of transfer between the detector and the cal-· culator can be acceptably slow. They are easy to use and offer ready-made Interfaces for HP counters, DAC, multimeters, printers, plotters, etc. By linking the stepping motor drive with the double-grating monochrometer and controlling the COllnter gate; the CPU can automatically record intensity in number of photoelectron pulses per gate time veraus freq~ency in wavelength or wave number. The same system can be used for automatic digital data acqui.sition of &."lg".üar distribution of scat·tered intensity as we· have discussed in lightscattering photometry (II). The onl.y difference is that we now con:1ect the stepping motor drive to a tur.n-ta~le or a translation stage i~stead of a double-grating monochrameter. The key-word is · com;puter-contro·l · s ince I sl'l.all refer. to the ident ical system organlzat ion in Fabry-Perot lnterferametry (IV) and light-beating spectroscopy (V). Therefore, in .ma.ny light scattering laboratories, it should be more ecoo.Omical to use the co::o:puter-controlled approachrather than bardware systems. Aside frcm 'biological (28,29) applications, comp'.lter-controlled Raman spectrameters are capable of measuri.."lg weak spectra fl'Ol:l opa.q-~e surfaces. ( 30) and for J.ete:rmining stable isotope ab'.lnda.,.'"l.ces ( 31) • The calibrat ion of a sca.nning monochroma~~r can be achieved using "cha.nnel spectra" from a Fab:ry-Perot etalon to better tha.n 0.05 cm at any point tn the scan (32) . SH: shutter conti'Olled by caillputer software; ST: scaler-timer controlled by cOtiputer Software which c&n also act as a decoder and store.
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IV. ADVANCES IN FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETRY
The Fabry-Perot (F-P) interferometer has an extremely high resolv;l.ng power when it is can_. pared wi tll the stand.ard optical dispersing element i. e. , the gra.ting monochramator. It .has
been used for precise wa.ve-lengtll mea.surements (32) a.s well a.s for Brillouin, and ~leigh scattering of gases, liquids, solutions, and solids (2, 33) . For macromolecular solutions, the Fa.'bry-Perot interferometer ha.s seen only limited usage (34). Nevertlleless, it is an important piece of equipment ~cause its resolving poller bridges tbat of a grating monochrometer and tbe electronic beating technique of optical mixing spectroscopy.
Construction · of the F-P interferaneter · has now · been well-developed that relatively stable F-P interferometers which are quite adequate for ~se in laser light scattering are available cOI!IIIi.ercially (35). In fact, in a pol.ymer-science laboratory it will be quite difficult to constr..tct a laboratory..;built F-P interferometer which can exceed the thermal and mechan.ical stab"llities of some of the better-made COllllllercial ones. Since the ma.in application of the F-P interferometer deals with depolarized Rayleigh scattering which yields information on the rotational motion of sma.ll ma.cromolecules in solution, fUrther advances which are of interest to us have been on changing the open-loop F-P interferometer into a closed-loop stabilization system. Although the pressure-scan method represents a time-tested approach to scanning the wavelength by changing the index of refraction between the interferometer plates, the advances in providing some averaging techniq11e for p.tezoelectric-scanned F-P interferometers have been of ma.in concern. Two schemes have been ma.de available--one deals with se~echanisms for maintaining the F-P cavity alignment and axial cavity separation, the other utilizes a zero-crossing discriminator. · Fig. 6 A typical system or~nization. D consists of EM tube, preamplifier-amplifier/discriminator, and counter-timer; AS: address selector; BM: fast buffer memory; DAC: digitaltc-analog converter; DACs are required for all analog output devices. CPU: P.DP-11, or HP 9830. Software includes automatic control of experiment, data acq~isition and analysis. Section AS(a) fcir aRaman spectrometer; Aß (a) and (b) without DGM for a F-P interferometer servo; AS ( c) for a software correlator. IV 1. Servo mechanisms of F-P interferometer Several success:f'ul servo schemes have been reported (36-39). The McL!l.ren-Stegeman (38) scbeme has been developed COllllllercially by BUrleigh Instruments, Inc. (23) as DAS-.1 F-P data acquisition and stabilization system and DAS-10 F-P stabilization system. The scheme will be described briefly here since it represents a typically success:f'ul servo scheme. The servo cechanism uses the spectrum itself to indicate the error corrections and operates with a 3-element piezoelectric scanned F..;P interferometer. It differs from the zero crossing averaging scheme which requires a reference laser beam. Fig: 7 shows a schematic diagram of a Brillouin spectrum of a liquid (40). After the interferometer has been aligned manually, the counts during one sweep of the ramp from data windows (1+2) and (3+4) are compared. ·A feed-back circuit ou the voltage•bias of all three piezoelectric-transducer (PZT) elements will try to equalize the number of counts in-[1+2) and (3+4). The net effect correspondB to stabilizing the F-P cavity separation and laser frequency dritt. In alignment corrections, tbe feed-back circuit operates on two separate individual PZT elements, one at a time. The total number of counts during one sweep of the ramp from windows (2+3) are accumulated in a register. 'Ouring the flyback following the ramp, a small valtage step is applied to one of the two PZT elements, causing the F-P alignment to change very slightly. During the"""iiext sweep, the total counts from windows (2+3) are accumulated 1n·a secend register. During the flyback following the secend sweep of the ramp the counts in~ registers are compared and a small correction valtage whose polarity tends to maJtimize -the number of counts is applied to the F-P interferometer. During the next two sweeps the process is repeated but applied to the secend PZT element. Thus, the system continually checks and optimizes the F-P alignment. In principle, the system organization illustrated in (1+2) and (3+4), the Fabry-Perot cavity-separatio'!l and laser frequency dri:f't are stabilized. By maximizing the total num.ber of CO\mts in windows (2+3), the cavity remains aligned for finesse optimization.
IV 2. Zero-crossing signal-averaging scheme In a zero-crossing signal-averaging scheme, we have made no attem:pt to stabilize the F-P interferometer (41). Rather, we have taken advantage of the stability of present-day F-P interferometers and scanned the spectrum. using a d.ata collection period.which is short when compared with the short-ter.m laser and F-P frequency dri:f'ts. The zero-crossing scheme utilizes a reference laser beam which is 1ndependent of the scattered light. Thus, it works very well for weak spectra where signal-averaging beco:nes essential. Fig. 8 sbows a typical block diagram of haw a zero-crossing discrtminator is incorporated into a signal-averaging scheme for Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering. The F-P interferQQeter is first sc~~ed quiCkly a.cross the laser reference frequency. The zero-crossing discriminator differentiates the output signal. At the maximum of the reference peak, it triggers the MCS and activa.tes the chopper ( CH) to bloclt off the reference beam so that only the scattered beam is detected and recorded by the MCS. For the rema.ining portion of the sweep the ramp generator (RG) dri"ltes the F-P interferometer at a much slower rate and .synchronously provided sample pulses to advance the MCS channel a.ddresses. The fast/ slaw sweep rate corresponds to the segmented ramp option of DAS-1. The detailed ha.rd-wired circuits have been reported elsewhere (41).
Again if we examine the system organization of Fig. 6 closely, we see that all the funct1ons for the zero-crossing signa1-averaging scheme ca.n be performed by the computer software cont:rol. The sof'tware control can .have. further options of combining schemes (1) and (2) or utilizing other types of minor variations (34) depending·upon the nature of the experfment.
TP'lS, the versatility of utilizing the type of system organization such as Fig. 6 ,: can ea.sily be appreciated. Wew designs a.nd perfor.mance of high-stability F-P interferameters (42, 43) and etalons (44) as well as a method for finding the instrumental profile of a. F-P etalon (45) have been reported. However, these specific improvements are of little interest in the present c~~text since cammercial instrum.entatio~ on F-P interferometry is sufficiently a.dequate for.Ra.yleigh-Bril~uin scattering of macromolecules in solution a.nd in bulk.
V. ADVANCES. IN PHöToN-CORRELATION SPECTROSCOPY
The practice of photon correlation has been discussed at both elementary (2) a.nd more adva.nced (11) levels. Photon-correlation processes the signal in the time damain while spectral analysis operates in the fi.equency d.amain. Jakemann (11) has properly classified .the techniques according to whether they are single or parallel channel methods. Table 1 lists the classification of instruments available for time-correlation or frequency-spectrum measurements. The wave (or spectrum) analyzer filters out one frequency component from a particular sample of Signals at a time. For ten frequency components, it needs ten samples of signals. Similarly, the delay coincidence multiplies the. intensity at one time by that at a preset delay time. For ten delay times, it needs ten such operations. The single start-single stop techniques make inefficient use of the sighal since on~ one frequency or one time-delay component is measured fram each sample of signals. Thus, the parallel method which measures x frequency or x time-delay ccuponents fran each sample of signals increases the efficiency of measurement . t:i.me by a factor of x and improves the · signal-tonoise ratio. A cam.promise :f'or the single-channel instrument would be to record (51) the saurJ?le of signals and analyze the same sample at each frequency or time-delay cam.ponent. Such a procedure can :reduce the experiment time COIII.IIarable to the parallelmetbad but increa.sea the analysis time by a :f'actor o:f' at least x. 'l'he · computer approach in lightscattering spectroscopy essentially utilizes this adva.ntl:\ge. All cOllllllerclally a•raila.ble hardware wave-and spectrum-analyzers. accept mainly analog signals. 'l'he inherent digital nature of photoelectron pulses should give an edge to those instruments which accept a digital input a:'ld carry out the a.nalysis digitally. Consequently, we shal:t be concerned :mainly with photon correla.tion. ·
In this section, I shall concentrate on two aspects of photon correlation. One measures the arrival times of photoelectron p-üses;. the other concerns with :measurem.ents of number of photoelectron pulses per sam~le time which is short when compared with the characteristic time of the signal o:f' interest. Most commercial ~orrelators have capabilities to make probability density function or photoelectric countlng distrlbution (52) cists. An interesting observation is that netther discipline, i.e., the laser physicists and the nuclear physicists, seems to '!)e very much a'fare of the advances ma.de by the other discipline since there are few cross references. For example, a long-period time-to-pulse height converter (59) was developed for half-lives in the range of ~sec to sec while tt could be quite possibly better to use a digital correlator which has already been developed at the time.
The use of a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) tagether with a pulse-height analyzer (PHA) for photo:~. time-of;.arrivalmeasurements has beeil. explored, (6o-62). Tlle method has several adva.ntages because ·the TAC processes individual photoelectron p"..ilses and therefore is able to :oa.ke correlation meas11rements on very weak optical fields. Secondly, as we have already stated, it is capable o:f' making photo:~. correla.tion measurements of very short dela.y times.
In this respect, the range is appropriate for making measurements on the rotational motion of small macl'OlliOlecules in solution. Un:f'ortunately, all previous reviews and books (1-ll) have neglected this method wit~ few listed references (2) . In a stationary optical field, the two-fold joint probability function p (~, t ;x 2 , t+T) that ~ photoelectron pulse tram a photodetector located at x 1 appears in the 1 start' channel at 'l. time within t and t+ 6t and ancitlier photoelectron pulse franl a aecond photodetector l?cated at ~ a~ars in the 1 stop 1 · channel at a time wi thin t+T + llT depends only on T and is given b~ (63, 64) p(x 1 ,t; x 2 ,t+T) = a 1 a 2 c2s 1 s 2 &t6T <I(x 1 ,t) I(~,t+T)>
where I(x 1 ,t) and I(x 2 ,t) are the light intensities located at x 1 and x 2 :f'rao photodetectors expressed in units or photons per 1mit volume,s 1 and s 2 are the surface areas and a 1 and a 2 are the dimensionless quantum efficiencies of the two photodetectors. C is a proportionality constant, the bl!'acket <> represents a time (or ensemble) average and the. expression <I(x 1 ,t)I(~,t+r)> is a cross-correlation fUnction. L'l order for the TAC to register a time interval T, it is necessary not only that a 1 Stop 1 pulse appears T seconds :f'ollowing the
• start 1 pulse but also that no other 1 stop' pulses occur wi thin T. The modif'ied two-fold joint probabiiity function p(xl't;~,t+T: all other intervals) for a start pulse at x 1 and t, a stop pulse at ~ and t+T, and nostop pulses at intervals ti with i=1,2, •••• ,N 0 (=<r/AT), is given by B. CHU p(x 1 ,t;x 2 ,t-r,-: all. other intervals) "'a 1 a 2 c 2 s 1 s 2 6t1\T <I{x 1 ,t)I(~,t+,.) 
The di.f.'ference bet,..een Eqs. (1) and (3) become important when the mean number of counts, <a 2 cs 2 Jtt+,.I(x 2 ,t')dt'> ragistered in the time interval i.s of order or greater tha.n ·omlty. By ta.ki:.1g into account lj. number of deadtime ef'fects, Davidson a.nd Mandel (61) devised a quantitative expression for the modified two-fold joint probability (4) 1~here n(x 1 ,t,AT) is the mmber of photoelectron pulßeG at position x 1 a.nd tilne t per sample t:ilne ßT, TL is tbe delay introduced in the TAC stop channel so that registration of simultaneo~s a~ival of start and stop pulses in channel 0 of the Jntlse-height a.nalyzer will not occ11r, Tw is the con·.rersion range L., seconds of the ~C. The eff'ectiil'e cleadtime of the TAC is not cons·tant but ls a function o:!' delay time ,. and can be very. roughly expresued as TD+<1>-Tw with <T> being the mean delay registered. For uncorrel~ted intensity fluctuations, ~(,.) re&1ces to R (,.): 
~(,.) = (R(T) -R (T))/R (,.)
11. u {6)
for ,. <n(x)> very l:llllall when oompared with unity. ,. is the maximum measurement time max max interval. The detailed procedure ha.s. been described by Davidson (62) .
Formulation of time interva.l statistics in terms of the single-fold generating function with negligible dead times has been considered by Glauber (65) and Blake (66) . In the case Of a Single cxponential decay, Blake (66) obtained an analytical form for the probability density function. Thus, the characteristic correla.tion time can be determined more easily than b~· means of an integral eq·.lB.tion.
The appeara.nce of exponenti~l factors in Eq. (5) is an obvious disadvantage of the method. Chopra and Mandel (67) have developed a correla.tor based on digital storage of the arriva.l times of up to si!x photoelectron pulses following a start Jn1lse. ·. The distribution of arrival times is a direct measure of the d.istri:>ution of tlme intet'W.ls, which is proportional to the correla.tion f'tmctio:l <n(t)n(t+,. )>. In practice, the probability p(>N) that more than N counts a.re received in the given measurement very small. In the absence of intensity correlations, .
(<lt(t)>rma~)N e -<il(t)x_o~ '·l + <n(t)>r_a~
i~terva.l Tmax must be kept (7) Then, p(:>E))<l0-3 for <:r,L(t)> T .,u, In a N -chan!lel pulse..ohetght ana. (84) have presented an excellent review on "Digital-correlation techniques in radio science."
In real-time si~l :processine the rates at which the prod11cts must be formed a.nd stored for the correlation function estimate a. '3. dela.yed sample and stores the prod11ct. Fo:r analog signals, the data sa:rrpler -asuall..y incl"J.des a. signal conditioner and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Short-tme aTrera.ges are orten perfo:rmed before ADC by means of resettable charge in~grators or RC capacitance integrators. Fo:r digital signals, the data sampler is bypassed. In a full correlator, the coarse quan~izer is by-passed and we get 
Unfo~unately, at optic.al frequencies, only the square o:f' envelope of the signal is detected. Furthe:rmore, .the signal is digital and is disturbed by shot noise. Thus, C(T) cannot be'determined fran C~c(T) by Eq. (10) directly. Table II lists the commonly used correla-tion functions 'oased on the one-bit coarse quantization scheme. The three-level and two-bit quantization schemes have not .been used in ma.cromolecula.r-dynamics _studies.
V 2(b). Advances in hardware correlators. The hardware correlators as listed in Table I [ have basically the fol.low:i.ng type of capabilities:
(i) ideal correlator (86) which measures C(T) = <n(t)n(t+T)> = ~ ~ nn'p(n,n';T) n=O n'=O with p(n,n'; T) being the joint probability di.stribution, (ii) add-subtract correlator (50, 87, 88) 
Il'l a digital single-clipped correlatol:', the digital pulse signal req·üres no data sampler (Fig. 10) . ga(t) becames a clipping gate and gß(t) is the orieinal signal. Ta.i et al. (92) ha.ve reported a real time correlator with a peak detecto:-. Their use of temporary memory units is worth noting. -eben et al. (93) has published an improved ·.rersion of a simple digital clipped correlator for those who ha-~ a ~ast multichannel scaler and some 1mowledge of digital e lectronics. An i:nterest l.ng developuent is in the formulation of add~sabtract correlators (50, 87, 88) . ?ig, 12 ShOWS a schem~~.tic diagram of the preset ccnmter and control clrcuit for a digital add-subtra.ct correlator (88) . It is. designed for use with a. Tracor l'lorthern NS-906 pulse-height analyzer (23). The circuit is so simple in construction tha.t the estima.ted cost is less than 100 U. s. dollars for those who ha.·.re a multichannel scaler and two electron:!.c coun·ters. ·
The add-subtract correlation .function :'.s related to the single-clipped correlation :f'unction by the expression (13) Our add-subtract correlator using a single st~rt-multtstop approach measures ~ a. Ce) n( ,.+J)
.t=l, 'No+ 1, . . • 1t (14) vhere T=JtJ.T, J"l,2,3, ... N with N being 1;he ma.ximum ntnnber of data points (or channels), . On the other band, N 0 can be as high as 1000-2000 channels which will be expensive to duplicate for the parallel single-clipped correlator. Also, it is within t'each to construct a m11ltistart-multistop add-subtract correlator whose correlation function estimate is
Such a correlator can take fUli advantage of Eq. (13) ~1d should be twice as efficient when campared with the aingle-clipped correlator.
V'2(c). Advances in software correlators. Generalpurpose computers cannot formulate the correlation function as fast as hardware correla.tors or real-time spectrmn analyzers. For example, if we take a ba.~dwidth of 1 MHz for the characteristic motion of the macramolecules in solution and want 100 spectral windows. The Nyquist sampling theorem demands a sampling rate of 2 MHz a:1d N =200. Thus, the rate at which products must be fonned and
accumulated is 2 x 10 x 200 sec = x 10 sec which is about 10 more tha.~ the present-day general purpese computers are able to handle on real time. The trick is to retain the quantization scheme and to design a ~roper front-end so that the computer-control1ed ~tem can be quite adequa.te for many application even though it ls not on real ttme, e.g., one-bit correlation programs have been written tor tne Arecibo Observatory's CDC3300 Coinp-~ter ( 84) ,
In maci'OliiOlecular d;{namical studies, earlier developments (2, 94, 95) in software corre1ators used fairly slow analog-to-digital converters (ADC) as the data sampler. Recently, in connection with correlation measurements in a plasma, Ogata and Matsurra. ( 96) Fig. 10 , the CPU can act as a hardware correlator and we need a computer with a fast cycle time. Thus, the HP-9830 calculator is much too slow for suCh operatlons. For digital pulse signals the data sampler is bypa.ssed. Severa.l other digital autocorrelators using m:inicam:puters have been reported (97) (98) (99) (100) . In the scheme by Matsmnoto et a.l., (100) the front end consists of a time interval digitizer which digitizes the time intervals between neighboring pulses in a pulse train and transfers the information. directly to the core memory through a data channel (DCH) • In the digitizing unit, clock pulses fram a 32 MHz crystal oscillator are used to dete~ine pulse intervals ranging fro:n 31.25 nsec to 2.1 sec. Thus, the software correlator is capable of computing p{n,n '.,T) as well as all forms of correlation function with an e:f'f'ective delay time comparable-to the fastest hai-dware correlators, even though it is not trul.y a realtime system at all dela.y times. It ls, nevertheless, a much inore flexible system a.nd offers a greater potential for tuture development. For example, the metbod of improvlng llght-beating experlments by dust discr:J.mination (1Jl) req".1ires ltnking up a hardware correlator with a minicomputer while for the software correlator it becames mer.el.y a subro~tine of the so~Aare program. Signal conditioning, power spectral anal.ysis, coarse quantization, and ~atch processing, (102) etc. are many options whicb ~'1 improve tbe time required for obtaining tbe correlation fUnction estimate at a preset sigoal-to~noise ratio. In experiments where real-time_ operation is not absolutely essential, we c~~ see tbat a great deal of potential lies with software correlators or fi~-ware microprocessors wbich are less flexible but mucb cheaper. 
VI. AD.lA.lVCES AND OTHER EFFECTS IN LASER DOPl'LER VELOCD!ETRY (IDV)
In reviewlog advances in the methods of light-scattering spectroscopy for studying dynamical motions of macromolecules in solution, laser Doppler velo::imetry represents a fringe area of interest. There have been intensive activities in this_ field, more so than applications of the technique to polymer science. As LDV is the onl.y measuring technique developed so far which pe~its dete~ination of flow veloeitles directl.y witho:1t disturbing the flow i tself. Consequently, a brief review · of the recent advanees in las er Doppler velocimetry is _in order. In particular, we .want to examine its various optical arrangements which may be applicable in electropboreti'c light scattering (2, 5, (103) (104) (105) .
Iaser Doppler velocimetry has been used to measure the ve;t.Qcity of blood flow in retinal vessels, including tbe vein and the artery (diameter l20'1JPL or larger) of rabbits and huma!lS (106-loB) . Recentl.y a laser Doppler microscope (109) (110) (111) bas been developed, It can measure flow velo::ities in capi11aries having a diameter less tban 10 IJPL· However, general interests in laser Doppler velocimetry deal_with flow at high speeds and turbulence. Wang and Snyder (113) have made an exper.imental study on tbe general cbaracteristics of the three cammonly used optical arrangements as sbo\m scbema.ticall.y in Fig. 13 ( a) , (b) , and (c). Wang (115} bas made a theoretical anal.ysis on (a), (b), and (c) of Fig. 13 . Evaluation of techniques in the reference-beam and the croas-beem modes have been derived to handle turbulence measurements, Doppler ambiguity, spatial coherence, and effects of particle concentration and detection aperture (116-118). Tabulated camparisans (il5,118) for different modes of operation reveal the advantages and disad~tages under different experimental conditions. Effects of pa.rticle number iensity on ·sigil.al.-to-noise ratio were also extended to a white light fringe i.mage veloci.meter (119). As laser Doppler ·V'E!locimetry has been nore concerned with high-speed nows, auch as in a plasma (120), of large pa.rticles (, ... 100 IJo1!l diam) (121)' and in high currerit arc discharges (122)' the sta."ld9.rd digital correlator may not necessarily be the best tool. Often signal conditio~ing and other signal ~rocessing approaChes or optical arrangements, ~eh as interferametry (122,~23), "su~erheterodyne" spectrum a.na.lysis (124), sampling spectrum analysis (125,126), thresholddiscriminato::--TAC method (127), and co;m.t cross-correlation as shown in Fig. 13 (d) (129, 130) which is particularly suited for observation of back scattered. light. Tt sho11ld also be noted that the detector D in Fig. 13 (a), (b), (o) .can be a Fabey-Perot lnterferometer tagether with the photodetector instead. of a light-beating spectrometer.
E~e more usefUl aspects of LDV which ~ be applicable to biologica.l macrauo~ecules in solution are techniques which ca."l tell us additional. infoi'.Diation on the dynsmies o-! the system. 13y ahit'ttng the incident laser frequency of one of the two beams in Fig. 13 (b) by an acousto-optical method such as the Debye-Sears effect, the LDV can deter.mine the sign of the velocity camponent (131). Two-cor.lp<)nent laser Doppler velocimeters h.ave been developed to measure two orthogonal velocity components in periodic flow,fields (132.-134) . Separation. of Doppler-shift infor.mation into two unambiguous Channels has been accamplished by cross polarization and two color optics. Fig. 14 shows a simple beam pattern for a two-dimensiona.l LDV looking towards the laser. In the cross polarization teChnique, cross-channel interference is not always eliminated completely; but the problem is usually not serious. By adding. the frequency shifts, the LDV can measure both velocity camponents and their polarity. In the field of laser Doppler velocimetry and light-scattering spectroscopy, the engineers again seem to be less aware of the work already Jr~blished by physicists. For example, a l~ser anemameter based on an adaptation of the Mach-Zehnder interferameter has been developed (141) . T:'le author did not realize that the sa.me optical arrangement was used almest ten years earlier (142). Similarly, in a publication of the use of laser-induced fluorescence in a laser Doppler veloc:i:meter (143), the authors never mentioned the study of reaction kinetics by flnorescence correla.tion spectroscopy (144). Tl:ms, same improvements in communications between various disciplines that are related to light-scattering spectroscop;r may be very helpful to a.ll concerned.
VII. SUMMARY OF ADVA..lVCES
We bave seen that great advances have been maie in the methods o~ light-scattering spectroscop;r. The initial development on instrumentation is more or less over. By means of photoncounting and Photon correlation, we can have fairly easy access to (i) measurements of angular distri~~tion of scattered intensity with a resolution abo~t 5-lOA, (ii) camp~ter-controlled Raman spectroueters (iii) servo mecha.nimns or zero-cross averaging schemes ~or the nor.mally stabilized FabryPerot interferameters with resolving powers of about 10 8 -1o9, (iv) cammercially available hardware correlators which are quite adequate for most dy11a.mical ~cramolecular studies or instructions for laboratory-built digital autocorrelators, a.nd (v) flexible camputer-controlled sof'tware systems which use the sa.me processor (CPU) for (i), (ii) a.nd (Hi) as well as photon correlation a.nd spect,ral R.llalysis. With options for analog input, other forms of probes (145) may be utilized. Furthermore, developments such as a differential techniq·~e (146) c~~ easily be adapted. The very diverse nature of the field suggests that we shoald pay same attention to the adva.nces made by other "related" disciplines.
We now have the basic instrumentation for Rayleigh, Brillo~in and Ra.man scattering, Further improvements are likely in the direction of specific optical arrangements, signal processing and data analysis. In photon correlation, the fitting of Superpositions of exponentials by means of least-squares procedures is more difficult and has more pitfalls that it seems to appear. Here, we have very precise experimental data which require further studies in the theory of polymer dynamics. For example, the time-correlation function of DNA cannot be interpreted satisfactorily using s~le theories (147). 'There are mu~~ to ~e done in both theory and method of light-scattering spectroSCOJ?Y· 
